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Importance of Sea Ports

 Hub for domestic & international trade (import & export 
activities)

 Remains the most viable means of movement of cargo from 
place to place all around the world

 Source of revenue generation (Cargo volumes increasing every 
year, especially via deep water seaport).

 Important component of a country’s economic development.  



EXPERIENCES AND CHALLENGES  - BELIZE

- In 2007, as part of the COCATRAM’s Regional Ports 
Environmental Project, an assessment of the Status of 
Environmental Management  of our two Belizean Ports was 
conducted.   Recommendations made thereunder have 
regrettably not been implemented in full in either of the Ports 
to date.

- Possible reasons for such can be: level of business having 
not been optimum due to ever increasing size of ships vs the 
challenges of navigation in coastline of Belize, thus not 
enough revenues to invest in the “big-money” items 
necessary (MARPOL commitments); management decisions 
to have environmental risks low in their priorities, and lack of 
enforcement by the responsible entities.



EXPERIENCES AND CHALLENGES - BELIZE    Con’t

-Similarly, in 1995 and 2003, the GoB developed and updated respectively, the 
National Emergency Response Plan for Oil Spill (NEPPOS). Great advancements 
have been made to date on the Terrestrial Oil Spill Response mechanisms, but little 
on the Marine Oil Spill Responses. 

-On November 2014, the GoB started the process to modernize/ update the 
NEPPOS, consulting the Responders/ On-Site Commanders, Civil Society/ Media, 
among others. The aim is to strengthen the Marine component of this plan.  This 
has lead to the Consultancy that Starts 1st August, 2017, to thoroughly update the 
Oil Spill Response Plan. THIS PROCESS WILL INCLUDE AND SEEK ACTIVE 
COLLABORATION FROM THE MAJOR PORTS IN BELIZE!!!    



WAY FORWARD
- There is the need for a National Development Plan, which should 

include the economic sectors to target and the mechanisms to 
achieve these, inclusive of environmental sustainability.  
Transportation (terrestrial, air and marine) is one key component of 
these mechanisms.  This Plan should guide the future investments in 
Ports developments, including sea ports. However, our precious 
Belize Barrier Coral Reef remains a challenge.

- Therefore, Environmental Stewardship should be an area of high 
priority in our Sea Ports in Belize. The responsible entities must start 
partnerships with the ports to achieve such. We can start with the 
recommendations of 2007!!



-The Department of the Environment has already began on one of the 
needed mechanisms – Emergency Response to Oil Spill at Sea.  The 
International Consultancy to modernize the NEPPOS which is about to start, 
will consult all stakeholders, assess our vulnerabilities, and develop 
strategies and mechanisms to safeguard our marine environment from both 
marine transport, as well as land-based, sources of marine pollution.

-Legislatively, there is also the need to strengthen the Marine Pollution 
prevention area. The Department in 2014, started consultations with a view 
to drafting a Martine Pollution Prevention bill, patterned from the 
IMO/MARPOL commitments. Such Bill needs to be revived at the highest 
levels in order to complement the Oil Spill Response Plan initiative. 

-THANK YOU


